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NEW UPGRADE
I've used Snagit for years and continue to be amazed by the
improvements introduced with each update.
It is just over 12 months since I reviewed Snagit 2018 and I
must say that I am very impressed with the latest release of
Snagit 2019. TechSmith have listened to their clients and have
introduced many of their suggestions for improvements to the
app. I've tried other screenshot type programs and always
come back to Snagit. It simply continues to be the benchmark
with each new version and like all good software, I probably
only use about 30% of the features.
New Features in Snagit 2019 includeTake separate Snagit images and
combine them into one, organised piece
of content.
A new Favourites tab allows you to get to
your commonly used tools quickly. From
arrows, to callouts, text styles, shapes, even
blur effects can all be added as Favourites.
Just right click and select ‘add to favourite’.
This is an important aspect of enabling user
customisation.

Convert your standard screenshots into
simplified graphics.
Stamp Search NEW! Search stamps faster than ever
Quickly search through nearly 2,000 pre-made stamps
containing icons, symbols, cursors, and more that can be
easily applied to your images.This is great for marking up
screenshots or even building simple infographics.
Price:
Click Here for details of Snagit 2019 for Mac, available for $75.88.
Users with previous versions of Snagit can upgrade for $37.91.
Try a free trial of the full version for 15 days.

Bottom line:
It Is A Must Have Tool!
What I Like:
✦Affordable
✦User-friendly
✦Speedy screen captures
✦Quick, clear, concise
✦Ability to create screencasts
✦Easy sharing
✦Set a professional tone to your communications

About TechSmith:
Founded in 1987, TechSmith Corporation provides practical business
and academic software products that can dramatically change how
people communicate and collaborate.
Its mission is to empower people to create remarkable videos and
images that help share knowledge and information.
TechSmith enables users to work more effectively wherever they may
be and ensures that the process of creating, sharing and collaborating
around content is simple and intuitive so that others can learn from
their knowledge.

